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ID

Question 4 - Which existing grit 
bin location(s) would you change 
and where to? 

Bin Ref New Location

�
2811875273 Kingswood Grove (Bin 323) to the Top of 

Windmill Rise next to steep footpath
323 Top of Windmill Rise

2811737099 No Comment
2811644619 No Comment
2811615564 No Comment
2811593264 No Comment
2811517846 No Comment
2810981193 The one at the entrance to Briar Avenue 

needs retaining - emerging from it has 
to be done quickly as visibility is 
hampered by the curve in Wetherby 
Road - last year even with salt from the 
bin it was a hazardous manoeuvre as the 
junction also has a slight incline

2810977563 No Comment
2810975009 No Comment
2810854813 No Comment
2810744882 No Comment
2810718166 No Comment
2810706653 The map does not show clearly which 

streets/roads the bins are on so I am 
unable to comment. I think that savings 
on gritting should not be made the fines 
from the closure of Lendal Bridge could 
be used to ensure that all the streets 
and roads are clear of snow/ice

2810661216 193, 192 appear to be well away from 
roads, their exact positiions need to be 
clarified. One should be moved to the 
(not so )level crossing at the junction of 
Lords Moor Lane and The Village in 
Strensall.

193 & 192 Location to be 
clarified with moved 
to level crossing at 
the junction of 
Lords Moor Lane 
and The Village, 
Strensall
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2810062260 Well historically there has always been a 
bin at the junc' of yearsley grove and 
Huntington road as this is a very 
dangerous spot in icy weather. If there is 
no bin here this winter I for one will be 
predicting a serious accident where a 
car skids down the incline onto the main 
Huntington road-  WATCH THIS SPACE.  
ANOTHER IMPORTANT POINT!  Your two 
maps are inconflict with each other 
regarding gritting, according to your 
gritting list wheny grove is gritted to the 
link road joining anthea drive, but on 
you salt bin map it is not even touch.  
CAN WE HAVE A MORE PROFFESSIONAL 
APPROACH THAN THIS AND GRIT  
YEARSLEY GR/ WHENBY GR. THROUGH  
TO NEW LANE THAT WOULD SEEM A 
LOGICAL STEP TO ME ESPECIALLY AS IT 
IS IN A BUSY SCHOOL RUN AREA!  
xxxxxxxx, whenby grove.

2810036987 Bin 136. Move this bin back to its 
original location on the chicane at the 
junction of Keith Avenue and 
GreenAcres

136 Move to chicane at 
the junction of Keith 
Avenue and 
Greenacres

2810014514 No Comment
2809787459 Restore to its old location on the 

chicane at the junction of Keith Avenue 
and greenacres Bin 136

136 Move to chicane at 
the junction of Keith 
Avenue and 
Greenacres

2809718851 337 move somewhere near Londis shop 
so this side of Haxby has a grit provision

337 Move near to Londis 
shop

2809700591 No Comment
2809376088 No Comment
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2809277748 Roads that carry significant traffic but 
which are not provided with bins for 
grit/salt. The bin map shows a 
concentration of bins where there is 
already heavy traffic which tends to 
clear the road of snow/ice.

2809271403 No Comment
2809211779 No Comment
2809091251 No Comment
2809073990 No Comment
2808938008 No Comment
2808878736 No Comment
2808543850 No Comment
2807865188 No Comment
2807786366 021 from Broad Highway (flat) to Dalton 

Hill (a slope) as the one which used to 
be there is no longer there!

21 Move to /dalton Hill 
(a slope)

2807637243 No Comment
2807562087 Leave them all
2807532780 No Comment
2807250654 No Comment
2807185678 Grit bin at east end of St Marys YO30 

7BZ is not shown on map but has not 
been used once in the past three years, 
is dilapidated and is used as a rubbish 
bin, mainly for takeaway leftovers. I 
clear it out on a regular basis. It would 
be best to remove it and reduce street 
clutter as well.

2807135368 No Comment
2807126830 No Comment
2806103095 No Comment
2805551435 No Comment
2805454189 Map does not show any bin in Spen 

Lane where there is definitely a need

2805302319 No Comment
2805224769 No Comment
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2805219824 No Comment
2805035814 Bins are best located on bends or at 

junctions
2804279050 No Comment
2803731144 No Comment
2803457559 Bin 234 would move onto the corner of 

the old village and strensall road 
huntington (more accesible for public to 
use)  Bin 357 - onto main road? Dont 
understand need for a bin on a cul de 
sac.

234 & 357 Move bin 234 to 
corner of the old 
village and Strensall 
Road, Huntington. 
Bin 357 to be 
moved onto main 
road.

2803345656 No Comment
2803098663 No Comment
2803094478 n/a
2802974506 No Comment
2802970531 Distribution seems reasonable to me.

2802878319 No Comment
2801738435 N/a
2801637691 Keep a bin in Richardson Street because 

of the hill and no downhill exit except 
park.

2801172915 No Comment
2801153944 Retain all existing bins.
2800970650 New grit bins need to be provided 

where you are proposing to cut routes 
from the network.

2800955367 Grit needed at junction of  Main St and 
Church Lane, Nether Poppleton

2800852444 No Comment
2800405763 No Comment
2800404802 No Comment
2800353032 How about putting back the one on Carr 

lane
2800341379 No Comment
2800329619 They should be made available at every 

location possible!
2800284777 No Comment
2800144453 No Comment
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2799707029 Where has the one from the corner f 
Briar Ave / Wetherby Road gone?

2799457446 No Comment
2799297652 bin 03. Area could be covered by Bin 02 

in Runswick Avenue
3 Remove bin 3 as can 

be covered by bin 2 
in Runswick Avenue

2798351035 Remove the grit bin in the car park by 9 
St Leonards Place (although not shown 
on the gritting map the actual bin is still 
there), on the assumption that the car 
park is now owned and will be operated 
by the hotel!

2797855519 No Comment
2797841995 there is no reference to a bin on 

Beckfield Place. You have only just put 
one there.  Will be appalled if you 
remove it - it is a steep slope and you 
will significantly limit resident's ability to 
leave their homes in safety if it is 
removed.

2797717723 No Comment
2797673703 None
2795984688 No Comment
2794895643 No Comment
2793226354 No Comment
2793018555 No Comment
2793010116 No Comment
2791156110 what about the west bank gritting bin. 

we need this bin, it has always been well 
used in the past.

2791120853 No Comment
2790987073 Why would you have grit bins in a 

location that only a few households 
could use (195/203).  sure it would be 
better on Bellhouse Way especially if 
you considering not grittinig that road.

195 &203 Move to Bellhouse 
Way
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2790984313 I wish for the salt bin in st Stephens 
mews to be added back to your list of 
locations for the following reason;  St 
Stephens mews is very steep and 
residents are locked in when heavy 
snow falls, by simply spreading the salt 
from our bin we all residents can access 
and egress the area.  In snow fall the 
whole area attracts families who play on 
the Green, the salt is spread by 
residents along the road which make it 
safer for children and families who are 
playing in the area.    The street running 
along the back of the green never has 
sunshine and turns into an ice rink, 
again the increased cars and people in 
this area are at risk of injury from cars 
who cannot stop along the road.  The 
road exit to the green is a small steep 
hill, without grit, several cars have got 
stuck, slipped into residents vehicles 
parking on the hill and again cause a 
danger to children playing in the area.  
The residents in this area all act as snow 
wardens and work together to grit these 
roads, making then accessible for 2790980441 No Comment

2790762736 We need one on roxby close in Elvington

2790727585 I see there are no grit bins on Clifton 
Moor Estate, which gets very icy. I 
cannot comment on which bins can be 
moved as I am not familiar with the 
needs of other areas of the city.

2790661164 No Comment
2790288094 No Comment
2790229484 No Comment
2790210338 No Comment
2790192028 No Comment
2790129055 No Comment
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2790114561 Keep grit bins at princess drive and 
boroughbridge road they get 
dangerously icy

2790113155 No Comment
2790092377 072 - There's a high concentration 

around Thanet Road and one of those 
such as 072 could be moved to Holly 
Bank Road where, if the one at the end 
of Clive Grove is removed, there aren't 
any, and all of the 'Groves' backing onto 
the East Coast Mainline are accessed 
uphill.

72 Move to Holly Bank 
Road

2789915861 Don't know
2789620294 No Comment
2789576385 I'm not sure this survey is asking the 

right questions.  The data provided 
suggests that we are to lose the gritting 
service to Hollybank Road/Collingwood 
Avenue (which is a bus route), and also 
that the existing grit bins in the 
Hollybank Road area are also to go.  This 
is a bad plan - surely we should have 
one or the other, rather than be left 
without?

2789574091 No Comment
2789551694 Don't change any of them.
2789523633 No Comment
2789518415 No Comment
2789470510 No Comment
2789423974 Grit bin needed on the Gallops Estate. 

One could be taken from the Alness 
Drive area

2789280740 No Comment
2789232610 The grit bin is inaccessible if the road 

mentioned is not gritted first.
2789229228 Safety comes first
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2789229112 There are no grit bins on Hamilton Drive 
east - that entire location has no 
provision (odd, as this is very close to 
the current residence of the council 
leader), beyond, I assume, your intent to 
devolve everything on to the snow 
wardens.    Which, for information, 
would be absolutely pathetic. You can 
rebate my council tax when you come to 
that decision.

2789227533 Safety comes first and will not if you 
remove salt bins

2789211261 054 to bellhouseway/walker drive - too 
many close together around 054

54 Move to junction of 
Bellhouse Way and 
Walker Drive

2789209159 No Comment
2789192017 No Comment
2789133902 No Comment
2788708879 No Comment
2788668744 No Comment
2788664189 No Comment
2788660380 Move NSG 458002 40 to mayfield grove 40 Mayfield Grove

2788655526 No Comment
2788636043 No Comment
2788626042 No Comment
2788621047 Leave ALL the existing bibs where they 

are sited at present
2788570404 Old Orchard, Haxby
2788502211 Wouldn't move any especially if less 

gritting taking place
2788498229 No Comment
2788486995 No Comment
2788469168 No Comment
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2788463626 I cannot believe you are proposing to 
not grit Low Poppleton Lane nor have a 
grit bin - that road was treacherous 
before we had buses running down it, so 
with neither of those you are asking for 
an accident. You may with to bear in 
mind this route is not just used by the 
number 10 - the P&R from Rawcliffe 
uses it when traffic is busy. I want to see 
a risk assessment and you can email this 
to me at XXXXXXXXX

2788381917 No Comment
2788282814 No Comment
2788214039 No Comment
2788198786 No Comment
2788165230 No Comment
2788032966 Would not agree with removing any, but 

Low Poppleton Lane is now no longer on 
the griiting route - hoardes of children 
get dropped off here to go to school 
with hoardes more walking and cycling 
and you are proposing to take the grit 
bin away too? Really?

2787998246 Remove from Doddsworth Ave and put 
on Burnholme Drive where the bridge 
goes over the beck.

2787989554 I would not change any unless it has 
been proved the bins were not used and 
were no longer needed.

2787964582 No Comment
2787960063 No Comment
2787938055 No Comment
2787908619 No Comment
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2787895150 198 this is essential due to slope but 
would maybe be better off further into 
Waterman Court to prevent use on 
nearby private driveways

198 Move  further into 
Waterman Court to 
prevent use on 
nearby driveways.

2787893487 270 to East Way.  Why so few bins in 
Huntington?

270 Move to East Way

2787893322 Bin Ref: 270 should be moved to East 
Way.

270 Move to East Way

2787887714 No Comment
2787875853 No Comment
2787873324 No Comment
2787845345 No Comment
2787838560 No Comment
2787830068 No Comment
2787826355 No Comment
2787824264 The decision has been made to place a 

bin (192 and 193) on either side of a 
bridge over the railway.  This is a little 
used route and 1 would be better of 
being placed in an area of higher 
population or elderly members of the 
community.  Perhaps the parish councils 
should be asked to match or sponsor 
some of the bins in some areas.  There 
also do seem to be a great 
concentration in the area of bin 240, 
280.  Why two so close at 253, 006, 002, 
007 etc. why not spread these about 
(unless there is a specific reason that 
cant be picked up from the map.

192 & 193 Move to a area of 
higher population 
oe elderly members 
of the community.

2787813800 Lindley Raod don't know where the bin 
is but it's hidden

2787812769 No Comment
2787806907 No Comment
2787800255 No Comment
2787797482 No Comment
2787797286 No Comment
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2787770581 No 148 to junction of Hamilton Drive 
East and Holgate Road - why is this 
whole area being ignored?

148 Move to junction of 
Hamilton Drive East 
and Holgate Road

2787750850 No Comment
2787750710 No Comment
2787747582 Under the proposals we will have no grit 

bins in the whole of the Holly Bank area. 
NOT ACCEPTABLE

2787738712 No Comment
2787737544 No Comment
2787186569 Don't need grit bin, need council to use 

council tax to do something useful for a 
change and make roads safe in snow 
and ice

2787162201 No grit would be near us (Hamilton drive 
east/ hollybank) anymore- no other bins 
close by

2787158501 No Comment
2787147448 No Comment
2787142774 No Comment
2786932673 No Comment
2786839021 None of the bins should be removed
2786704960 No Comment
2786684987 059 to end of walker drive at junction 

with bellhouse way. More bins should 
be supplied in general.

59 Move to junction of 
Walker Drive with 
Bellhouse Way

2786661801 No Comment
2786641900 No Comment
2786595669 C Y C should fill all bins instead of 

retuning to fill none highway bins
2786577613 No Comment
2786565099 No Comment
2786531028 No Comment
2786208708 No Comment
2784651499 No Comment
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2784582623 i live on Bouthwaite drive. steep hill and 
no grit route or grit bin. Don't you think 
this is a bit dangerous ? we all pay 
council tax !!!!!

2784552182 No Comment
2784326606 No Comment
2784324594 No Comment
2784248971 No Comment
2784044892 No Comment
2783955397 No Comment
2782340294 Possibly 116. But you know which better 

than me!  THERE NEEDS TO BE A GRIT 
BIN AT  THE TOP OF THE SNICKET 
JOINING WINDMILL RISE TO ACOMB 
ROAD.The bin is a very well used facility 
and in icy weather the snicket would be 
impassable for locals andvisitors to the 
mill who wish to purchase flour and visit 
Santa in the mill. Even though I see the 
road is to be gritted, the pavemnts are 
also very steep and will be very difficult 
for many elderly residents on Windmill 
Rise if the grit bin is removed.

166 No alternative 
location

2781955885 No Comment
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2781902224 I live at 22 Ridgeway, a cul-de-sac off 
main Ridgeway. We currently have a bin 
outside No. 10, which is on your original 
salt bin map, identified as "Ridgeway (a 
'WARD' salt bin)" It is always well used in 
winter conditions. On your proposed 
map on this page it is missing. WHY? We 
need it.  Please will you reistate this bin 
on your plan. The cul-de-sac slopes 
down to main Ridgeway and at least 14 
cars are resident in the cul-de-sac. It has 
a concrete surface, which retains ice 
unless salted, making it very dangerous. 
There are a number of elderly people 
living here, and we salt the pavements, 
too. The bin is essential. Please retain it.

2781845647
2780544194
2780376423
2780285639 I recommend retaining all current 

locations in Strensall ward as a minimum 
requirement.

2780249269 I would recommend retaining all current 
locations in Strensall ward.

2780108904 nsg45800366
2780048019 Wouldn't move any, would introduce 

one at bottom of Chapelfields Road 
Junction with Ridgeway.

2779373290 No Comment
2779371369 Can't access the map!
2779311788 No Comment
2779185976 No Comment
2778463626 No Comment
2778377613 No Comment
2778373883 No Comment
2777892680 No Comment
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2777725239 We need a grit bin at the front gate  to 
Westfield School, Askham Lane to grit 
crossing patrol.  Perhaps move one from 
where there are several in close 
proximity eg 065

65 Move to front gate 
of Westfield School

2777356286 The details are unintelligible  No grit 
bins shouldbe removed and mosrfe 
shouldbe provided

2776910809 Bin Ref 085 could be moved - Fordlands 
House care home has closed. A better 
location for this bin would now be 
slightly towards the top of Fordlands 
Road bringing it into the use of more 
residents.    General - What will happen 
to the salt bins previously supplied by 
the Council? Roads that previously had 
salt bins and still need them in Fulford 
include -    Cherry Wood Crescent.  Glen 
Close (this is CYC housing land and 
includes a large number of very elderly 
tenants).  School Lane (at the top end by 
the entrance to St. Oswald's Primary 
School, large numbers of school children 
and parents walk along here).  Pasture 
Farm Close.  There is no salt bin serving 
the approx 300 households of Heath 
Moor Drive and surrounding roads.    
Can residents agree to be a snow 
warden to save them? Do Parish 
Councils need to risk double taxation 
and pick these up before they get 
damaged?

85 Move to top of 
Fordlands Road

2776909499 No Comment
2776792112 No Comment
2775717382 No Comment
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2774323280 No nos. can be found.  I would challenge 
the position of the bin on Pentland Drive 
Huntington (hidden away and accessible 
to so few.  Move to junction with 
Pentland Drive & Cleveland Way or to 
Penine Close/Mill Hill Drive.  The bin on 
Willow Grove, Earswick is on a private 
road.  Is it funded by residents of that 
street?  If not, move to Earswick 
Village/Shilton Garth or Rowley Court.

2774312812 No Comment
2774050231 No Comment
2773567006 No Comment
2773148778 I would need to know existing locations 

as well
2773106750 The grit bin currently at the summit of 

Windmill Rise is not shown. Presumably 
this means it is planned to be removed. 
Given the steep gradient on one side, I 
would expect this to be retained and 
urge reconsideration by Officers.

2773104271 No Comment
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2773084967 The grit bin should not be taken from 
the corner of Ashley Park Road and 
Stockton Lane.  This is  key route to bus 
stops and there are a number of small 
cul de sacs off Ashley Park Road that 
would become a significant distance 
from the nearest salt bin.      The slat bin 
at the corner of Hempland Lane and 
Stockton Lane is located by a zebra 
crossing that was installed to allow 
school children to cross safely from 
houses across Stockton Lane to the 
primary school.  It is essential therefore 
that this bin remains in place.    All 
others are located well in the Heworth 
Ward.    There is no option to comment 
on proposed gritting routes so I shall put 
that here.  Removing Bad Bargain Lane 
Applecroft Road Stray Road Ashley Park 
Road from primary gritting is a very bad 
idea.  Bus route and heavily used

2773040464 No Comment
2772665293 077 Sandringham St would be more 

useful on Blue Bridge Lane (steep slope 
and access to Blue Bridge/Mecca car 
park)

2771956041 Rufforth needs a bin . The B1224 is very 
busy

2771740220 No Comment
2771611809 No Comment
2771478746 No Comment
2771444736 No Comment
2771417100 No Comment
2771389070 No Comment
2771348165 None
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2771338305 Need them at Tadcaster Rd jw Pulleyn 
Drive (gradient) and jw Slingsby Grove.  
St Helens Rd at Dringhouses School 
(gradient). Regency Clsoe (EPH)

2771306925 No Comment
2770125589 No Comment
2769448560 No Comment
2766292823 All existing grit bins should be retained

2766288668 No Comment
2764770261 No Comment
2764724868 No Comment
2764720400 Bin 270-there is already a bin planned 

close by when there is no plan for a bin 
in the Brockfield area-a large number of 
elderly residents live in this are and the 
road joining New Lane to Huntington Rd 
is busy and used as a 'rat run'.  The 
volume of traffic is likely to increase as 
the new Monks Cross programme is 
completed.

270 Move bin to 
Brockfield area

2763291053 There don't appear to be any in or near 
the centre of Copmanthorpe. There 
should be at least one in the shopping 
area.

2763231116 No Comment
2763224211 No Comment
2763096387 No Comment
2762837948 None, I live in Ash Lane and feel the 

current provision is fine
2761948445 No Comment
2761523542 Remove grit bins
2761383507 No idea!
2761325475 No Comment
2761313464 No Comment
2761305980 need some nearer Askham Bar Tescos, 

road is very slippy on the walk to the 
college from there
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2761299503 No Comment
2761295510 No Comment
2761086301 097 is located in the guildhall courtyard 

and the general public do not know it is 
for general use and is only used by the 
mansion house.  This should be located 
so shop in the area have visibility of this 
and can make better use of it.

97 Move to shops to 
make more visible

2761028867 No Comment
2760978951 A grit bin should NOT be provided in the 

vicinity of St. Andrew's Church, Spen 
Lane, as it has been the subject of much 
controversy over the past 2 years on 
visual amenity and safety grounds. I 
have registered as a snow warden to 
obviate the need for a bin here.

2760929647 No Comment
2760824072 No Comment
2760075538 No suggestions
2759923761 No Comment
2759900776 No Comment
2759621981 No Comment
2759503819 No Comment
2759446776 No Comment
2759427334 No Comment
2759416865 No Comment
2759410277 343 place one near the junction of 

Rowntree Ave/Burton Stone 
Lane/Burton Green.

343 Move near to 
junction of Rowtree 
Avenue/Burton 
Stone Lane/Burton 
Green

2759400357 I'd remove all the bins which are close to 
primary gritting routes for 13-14, if 
youre going to priorities these routes for 
gritting why do you need bins as well?

2759349430 No Comment
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2759337920 Poor maps make it difficult to assess 
where they are

2759287045 No Comment
2759283176 No Comment
2759254834 No Comment
2759250695 No Comment
2759243470 Move 360 to Eastern Terrace/Wood 

Street/Cinder Lane area as no bins in 
this area compared to 2 others near 360

360 Eastern 
Terrace/Wood 
Street/Cinder Lane 
area

2759210258 No Comment
2759172835 Move the grit bins from bus routes and 

near Councellors houses and put them 
on the side roads which are not gritted 
by the lorries!  We need the grit bins in 
streets like ours - Thoresby Road cul-de-
sac, where we do not get gritted and our 
roads and paths get treacherous!  If 
roads are being gritted by lorries, they 
do not also need the grit bins - it should 
be one or the other!

2759144289 No Comment
Paper01 The map showing grit bin locations is 

LARGE, but not clear.  It is difficult to 
find particular areas/streets etc.

Paper02 No Comment
Paper03 Not numbered on the display!
Paper04 1) Grit bin required at Top 

Lane/Horseman Lane Junction, 
Copmanthorpe because of gradient, bus 
route, traffic volume.
2) Grit bin required at Church Street, 
Compmanthorpe because of gradient, 
access to school and shops.
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Paper05 Copmanthorpe has now only one salt 
bin - another is needed at the Hallcroft 
Lane/Top Lane/Horseman Lane junction 
and one in the vicinity of Main 
St/Church Street junction.

Paper06 *Display is too small to see without 
Magnification!
Should be grit bins in the vicinity where 
there are a high proportion of 
vulnerable/disabled people, and in 
places where there are roads with 
slopes steeper than 1 in 10.

Paper07 No Comment
Paper08 Good idea to provide seats (whiler we 

do job). Please understand - not very 
clear of maps (too smaller print).

Email 01
Email 02

Email 03

Email 04

Email 05

Email 06

Email 07 Councillors views were that we would not wish to lose salt bins at Ashley 
Park Road and down Stockton Lane at the cross roads with Woodlands 
Grove - the main route to the primary school.

There is no excuse for running a consultation exercise during the summer 

There are no concerns with the overall principle of funding 3 additional Salt 

Bins (former Ward Salt Bins) as confirmed by Martin Horner, CYC, on 
The Parish Council undertook a basic risk review process resulting into 
Based on the Parish Council’s view of risk, and the existing bins already 

As a resident of 39 Grantham Drive, Holgate, I have recently been informed 
Such accidents were so frequent in the icy weather that it was not uncommon to 
At great personal danger to themselves, my mother and neighbours threw play 
Since the salt bin has been installed and the road has been resurfaced, we have 

 Generally we would wish to object to the loss of any more salt bins from 
On specific points we would wish to object strongly to the removal of salt bins 

Other Comments Received by letter, email or Customer Call Centre

There should be no reduction of City Council Salt bin provision in the 
I am writing to you to register my concern about the possible removal of 
We nearly lost our bin last winter, but fortunately sense prevailed and it 
I have looked at the Council website, which identifies our bin on a map as 

As of 2012-2013, CYC only own and fund 5 bins within Strensall with 

Front Street Area - To remove the salt bin for Grove Terrace which is a very 
Equally the  salt bin outside Westfield School on Askham Lane is used to 
Shopping areas - The loss of the salt bin at Cornlands Road shopping area, 
Forrester’s Walk is on an incline and so the loss of the salt bin at the 
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Email 08 
Foxwood 
Resident 

Generally we would wish to object to the loss of any more salt bins from 
the Foxwood area.
On specific points we would wish to object strongly to the removal of salt 
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Custmer Call 
Centre 01

Custmer Call 
Centre 02

Custmer Call 
Centre 03

Custmer Call 
Centre 04

Custmer Call 
Centre 05

2811644619
2811615564
2811593264
2811517846
2810981193
2810706653
2810062260
2810036987
2809787459
2809718851
2809700591
2809277748
2809271403
2809211779
2809091251
2807786366
2807562087
2807185678
2807126830
2806103095
2805454189
2803457559
2801738435
2801637691
2801153944
2800955367
2800341379
2800329619
2799457446
2799297652

I do it anyway
at my age could be of little help

I am 82 and not in 100% health!
Not applicable
Not able because of health problemsy
You couldnt I have arthritis aggravated by cold
It is your responsibility, not the citizens!

Supply child care?
Discount my council text
Sorry - too old and incapacitated
Already a snow warden and help my neighbours with snow clearing and 
No. I already work full time and run a house single handed.

I clear outside my house and would spread grit if I had some
free gym membership so I could be fit enough to clear snow?
I am afraid I have enough on my hands clearing my steep drive at my age 
Stop wasting money on projects of no need whatsoever and use the money 
Get a pilot group together and deal with it on a very local basis, almost 

I have already explained
As before unable to due to medical condition - although when I am well 
I only want to do this in Rufforth
As I am 81 I doubt that I would be of much help to such a group!
create more than 7 days in a week and more than 24hrs in a day

Object to cutting of salt bins from 13 to 4, safety comes first.

Resident 
Association 

meeting

I have already given you the reason

Snow Wardens - Comments to Question 7

Nothing - I'm to old!
Nothing as I am too old
An amusing advertising cartoon of a youngish man spreading grit on the 

Salt bins 2013, Very concerned about removal of salt bins at Gale Farm 
Court, Front Street entrance & along Front Street. GFC is sheltered housing, 
Removing the salt bins from Windmill Rise and ceasing 2 grit wld be quite 
frankly lethal and an accident in the making. The road is already lethal in 
Concern regards Gale Farm Close salt bin
Concern Morrett Close (off Barfield Road salt bin

It would not really be possible due to arthritis.
Take 20 years off my age and make me fitter!
No way
AS ABOVE!!

Request for salt bin relocation/removal. Grit is seeping out ans silting 
adjacent drains blocking them and causing a risk to immediate surrounding 
Comments: re removal of salt bins. Can you please tell me if the salt bins 
are removed what alternative is to be put or used in their place. Very 
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2797841995
2797673703

2791120853
2790987073
2790229484
2789518415
2789423974
2789232610
2789229228
2789229112
2789227533
2789211261
2788660380
2788655526
2788621047
2788502211
2788486995
2788469168
2788282814
2788165230
2788032966

2787998246
2787989554
2787964582
2787895150
2787893487
2787893322
2787887714
2787875853
2787824264
2787800255
2787747582
2787186569
2787162201
2786839021
2786704960
2786684987
2786661801
2786595669
2786577613
2786208708
2781902224
2781845647

By filling bin at speculation st
You could not - it is the councils job!
Money. Cash or a reduction in council tax, preferably the latter as it 
We men of the cul-de-sac already work together to keep the cul-de-sac 
As my physical health is not that great, I would say nothing. I do grit my 

I am so mad with the Council that I do not want to offer my services
Create time when I'm not at work.
Promote community involvement.
I work full time and have a young family, it's not possible for me.

Provide grit bin on street, narrow, cul de sac, Morehall Close, happy to use 
I might be interested, but couldn't commit without knowing what is 
Council should be prepared to do there job properly and not rely on others  
Never
Grit bellhouse way
Bit shouldn't be a replacement for council gritting

Too old
as I worl shifts cannot guarantee to be available
I am too old for this
They could provide facilities e.g. grit bins and gritting in my area. They 
I have enough public service to do

Take 20 years off my age
I just dont have the time
I need to be in Knaresborough by 7.30am each workday - wouldn't be much 

Provide details of how to sign up and what the level of responsibility is.
I am at university, so would not always be in york

It wouldn't make a difference to the clearing I already do
I am too old and not physically able to do this worl
Work full time can't do it
It couldn't
I already clear my road surface (Welland Rise) from top to bottom, 

We are both in our late seventies
You could all resign. I would be massively encouraged, across many fronts, 
We are both in our late seventies so think that excludes us
i already do my own road
It couldn't, the residents already try to do our best to make mayfield grove 

you couldnt
Ensure council bins are replenshed so they can be used when required
start spending my council tax money more wisely instead of wasting it on, 
I am not physically able
When you do something about our road.

I work long hours and simply do not have the time!
I clear the area around my property regularly. If everyone did that you 
wouldn`t need any wardens.
I could encourage others, but I couldn't shovel myself because of RA in 
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2777725239

2776910809
2771956041
2771740220
2771444736
2770125589
2766292823
2764724868
2764720400
2762837948
2761948445
2761523542
2759446776
2759337920
2759243470

Paper01
Paper06

I have a blue badge due to severe knee pain - arthritis !
Council can't
Look, I help my own neighbourhood as and when required.  I don't need to 
Cant-disabled and unable to shovel snow from my own drive never mind 
They couldn't.

I have told the council you should be working with schools to mobilise 
pupils eg year 10 and 11 secondary students could adopt their own streets 
as a community .  I am the Headteacher of Westfield Primary and want to 
work within the community / residents association and YHS to support 
"staying safe" community contract
Happy to pass on information to residents / Parish Council.
I'm over 70 with a bad back. Prehaps you have some suggestions
Knock 20 yrs off my age!!
Got children with major health issues so difficult to get out.

It couldn't. I have a social confidence & am prepared to act when/where I 
Not physically able to due to health problems.

Already helped to clear snow from street (on a slope) with a neighbour last 
It can't
Think about it, am I going to join!
Could not not enough time
Unable to assist due to health issues
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